Additional details: A-Z
Day and Time of the Wedding Ceremony
Any Day / Any Time
Dressing of the Matrimonial Bed
It is Greek tradition for unmarried female relatives and friends to make the bed of
the bride and groom with island-style linens. When the “wedding bed” is
prepared, babies and small children of relatives and friends are gently rolled on
the bed, along with money and rose petals, to enhance fertility. In your case, we
prepare the matrimonial bed for you as a surprise for the first evening of your
married life.
Flowers
Inform us of your favorite flowers and colors, so we can contact our florist to
arrange it, in advance. Just keep in mind the different climate on the island. You
can also choose the design of the bridal bouquet and floral arrangements. If you
have photos, they would be very helpful.
Traditional 2-Piece Band
Two musicians can escort the bride to the ceremony area and later play for the
newlyweds and guests, adding a festive touch to this special moment. The band
will play for approximately 1 hour.
Lambades
Decorated candle holders in the church.
Language of the Ceremony
Civil wedding in Greek and English - Orthodox Church wedding in Greek
Professional Photographer
• 60 high-resolution photos in a CD-ROM
• 60 printed photos (13cm x 20cm = 5,12 x 7,87 inches)
• a photo album
• some photos can be printed in black and white, as well
• the photographer’s services are for 1 hour
Vow Renewal
Do you still feel as in love as you did when you got married? We can organize a
vow renewal ceremony that will show the love, affection, respect and
commitment you have had for each other throughout your married life.

Wedding Cake
Inform us of your favorite flavor, dietary preferences and/or allergies, as well as
any particular design you have in mind. We will prepare a wedding cake for you
that will put the sweetness in your marriage.
Wedding Certificate
You will receive a sealed copy of the wedding registry book in no less than 3
working days. If you are leaving our island earlier, the certificate will be sent by
courier to your given home address.
Wedding Décor
We can provide all kinds of wedding décor, from a simply-styled wedding table
with a floral arrangement of your choice on a white table cloth and an island-style
tablecloth cover, to the decoration of the entire reception area. We can create an
elegant atmosphere with or without a wedding theme.
Witnesses
Two witnesses are required for all types of weddings. If the groom and the bride
are travelling on their own, we will be honored to be their witnesses.

